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Dutch buddy throwdown

Not for the best, just for the rest. Give your friend a big high five, because you can show us the power of teamwork! Regardless of their age or fitness level, everyone can join our competition. The only real rule is that you can't join in if you've already been on the stage of a big fitness competition. This
tournament is not for the best, just for the rest. Have a lot of fun in the Dutch throwdown buddy version! You have to do three qualifier workouts to make it to the final. Qualifier workouts do not have to be a day. You can splid them during the qualifier period. All workout friends are workouts that you have
to do with your friend. If you aim to qualify for the final, you have to film your workouts and add a valid link with your score in the competition corner. Qualifier Release: Thursday September 01st 10:00 CESTQUALIFIER Deadline: Sunday October 11th 21:59 CEST Categories: - Adult M/M - Adult M/F -
Adult F/F - Master 4 0+ and Junior M/M- Master 40+ and Junior M/F- Master 40+ and Junior F/F Categories:- Adult M/M- Adult M/F- Adult F/F- Master 40+ and Junior M/F Categories Master 40+ and Junior M/F- Master 40+ and Junior F/F Advanced Division categories include:- Adult M/M- Adult M/F
Categories:- Adult M/M- Adult F/F Categories- Children 9-12y Boy/Boy-Kids 9-12y Girl/Girl Divisions Alpha Division: Three-day competition for a total of 120 athletes consisting of 40 male friend teams and 20 female friend teams. The Alpha division will workout on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.
Sunday all teams will participate in at least two workouts before making the cut-off for the final. Bravo Division: One-day competition for a total of 120 athletes consisting of 40 male friend teams and 20 female friend teams. The Bravo division will run together on Sunday with the final day of the Alpha
Division. Charlie's Division: One-day competition for a total of 120 athletes consisting of 40 male friend teams and 20 female friend teams. The intermediate class will run simultaneously on Saturday on the second day of the Alpha division. Delta Division: One-day competition for a total of 120 athletes
consisting of 40 male friend teams and 20 female friend teams. The Delta division will run together on Friday with the scaled division. Scaled: A one-day competition for a total of 120 athletes consisting of 30 male friend teams and 30 female friend teams. The scaled division will run together with Delta
Division on Friday. See you on the beach! Rulebook Leaderboard 2019 RULEBOOK Dutch Throwdown Buddy Edition 2020 Naming Conference in this document: TDTD: Dutch Throwdown Qualifier: Qualifier Competition Period Final: Final of TDTD Buddy Edition, held on 14th and 15th November 2020.
Event: Full competition including Qualifier and Final Athletes: ATHLETEs compete in qualifier or final competition corner: stage on competitioncorner.net that is used by TDTD for signing up and scoring. 1. Dutch Throwdown 1.1. Not TDTD Crossfit event. TDTD has nothing to do with crossfit headquarters.
1.2. The qualifier for the final is held from September 11 to October 11, 2020 to 22:00 CEST. 1.3. The final is held on 14th and 15th November 2020. 2. General Terms, Terms and Conditions 2.1. By participating in any phase of TDTD, the athlete agrees with all the rules and policies adopted by the
organization of TDTD. The athlete accepts all associated risks, or may reasonably be associated with a sporting event. For each specific case, the policy conducted by the TDTD organization is always determined by the decisions made by the TDD organization. 2.2. The athlete acknowledges that these
decisions are final and binding in all cases. To clarify the rules that apply before, during and after TDTD, the rule book is established and is mandatory for every athlete participating in the TDTD final. 2.3. All the time, time frame etc mentioned in our communication are in Central European (summer) time.
2.4. Under no circumstances will TDTD be responsible or liable for any loss or damage including injuries. All athletes compete at their own risk. 2.5. TDTD has the right to exclude athletes from the qualifier or final without assigning any reason. TDTD also has the right to validate the score or declare them
invalid. 3. Partnership Requirements 3.1. Participation in TDTD is allowed only if the athlete has never been in a (inter) national fitness tournament in the top division, individual or ever in the final as a team. Competitions include, but are not limited: Crossfit Lowland Throwdown, Tiglon Series, Amsterdam
Throwdown, Battle of Amsterdam, Beach Throwdown, German Throwdown, Belgian Throwdown, Battle of the North. 3.2. Anyone who is able to perform scheduled qualifier workouts in their category, and has not attended a major event as of 3.1, can attempt to register to compete as an athlete in TDTD.
Such registration is subject to the agreement of each potential athlete to all TDTD's policies, rules and regulations. 3.3. Athletes who have gone to the final of TDTD will have to sign up in the higher category. Athletes are not allowed to join the same division sometimes, in addition to the children's division.
3.4. Athletes below the age of 18 years should have clear permission from their parents or guardians. 3.5. All athletes should compete in the qualifier to advance to the final. 3.6. All athletes have to register online at the Competition Corner. Upon registration, the athlete agrees to all policies, rules and
regulations, including the processing of personal data. 3.7. The registration of the athlete is valid only if registration and payment of fee is done in full before the deadline. 3.8. Registration fees are published on the forum of competition corner. 4. Team Requirements 4.1. A team consists of two athletes
who can be male/male, female/female or male/female. 4.2. Registration is per team, not per athlete. 4.3. The team is allowed at the time limit of an athlete's replacement qualifier. 4.4. Qualifier Qualifier Both registered athletes have to be performed together. 5. Categories 5.1. Athletes can participate in the
following categories: - Scaled Teens 13-17y Boy/Boy-Scaled Teen 13-17y Girl/Girl-Scaled Adult M/M-Scaled Adult M/F-Scaled Adult F/F-Scaled Master 40+ and Junior M/M-Scaled Master 40+ and Junior M/F-Scaled Master 40+ and Junior F/F-Advanced Teens 13-17y Boy/Boy-Advanced Teens 13-17y
Girl/Girl-Advanced Adult M/M-Advanced Adult M/S F-Advanced Adult F/F-Advanced Master 40+ and Junior M/M-Advanced Master 40+ and Junior M/F-Advanced Master 40+ and Junior F/F-RX Adult M/M-RX Adult M/F-RX Adult F/F-Kids 6-2 8 boy/boy-kids 6-8y girl/girl-kids 9-12y boy/boy-kids 9-12y
girl/girl-mother and child 6-10y-dad and child 6-10y 5.2. The age of the athlete will determine the category in which the athlete is eligible to subscribe by November 14, 2020. Graders and children must be born at 6-10yKid or between 15-11-2009 and 14-11-2014Kids 6-- 8 on yborn or at 15-11-2011 and
14-11-2014Kids at 9-12yBorn or between 15-11 -2 007 and 14-11-2011Teens at 13-17yborn or between 15-11-2002 and 14-11-2 Born on or before 14-11-2002Master 40+ or 14-11-1980 before 5.3. A Master 40+ athlete can subscribe to the 'Master 40+ and Junior' category or 'Adult' category. 5.4. If a
team wants to change the category, the athlete must contact TDTD by email info@thedutchthrowdown.nl at least 24 hours before the qualifier deadline. 6. Registration Details 6.1. Participation in the event is subject to payment of registration fees. All payments are final. No refunds or transfers will be
allowed regardless of the cause. 6.2. Registration prices do not include costs from competition corner or currency conversion charges. 6.3. Tickets for the event are only available on the Competition Corner. If Competition Corner does not support your currency or payment method, please contact us via
info@thedutchthrowdown.nl 6.4. The ticket price per team for the qualifier is €25 from March 23 to September 10, 2020 / €30 from September 11 until October 11 (after the QUALFIIER announcement). 6.5. The price of tickets per team for the final is €75. 7. Movement Standard 7.1. Rules relating to
movements for qualifiers and finals are laid down by TDTD. These prescriptions are binding and conclusive. 7.2. TDTD will display the necessary movements and explain these to all athletes through its website and competition corner. 7.3. If an athlete has a disability and therefore cannot perform or
continue with the standard movement set by TDD, the movement is not counted as a repetition in the workout (and will be treated as 'no rip'). 7.4. Physical limitations in the range of motion from prior physical defects or temporary or permanent injuries that are clearly and clearly defined by the
performance and brought to the notice of the TDTD head judge before the start of the contest may be granted an exception at TDTD discretion. Competition in the qualifier must email info@thedutchthrowdown.nl 24 hours before the registration deadline) These cases are very rare and will be handled on a
case by case basis. 8. Qualifier 8.1. Registration for the qualifier closes Sunday 11 October 2020 at 22:00 CEST. 8.2. The workout will be released on Friday morning 11 September 2020. 8.3. The score should be presented at 22:00 CEST before Sunday 11 October 2020. 8.4. All workouts should be
done with the same two athletes. 8.5. Qualifier workouts are team workouts, and not to be performed individually. 8.6. Workouts are allowed to repeat, all workouts can be done on different days. 8.7. Athletes are advised to do all workouts with the judge. 8.8. Athletes aiming to qualify for the final will have
to submit a video of their workouts by entering their scores in the competition corner. 9. VIDEO SUMBISSION 9.1. Videos will be viewed by TDTD as part of the review process. If a mistake appears in the video, the team score can be penalized or rejected. 9.2. A score adjustment occurs when a team's
score needs to be modified based on a miscalculated delegate, a delegate, an invalid video or a combination of all. 9.3. There are four options for the requested video: 1.) Good video - The team achieves the movement standards set during each iteration during the workout and the recorded score is
correct. The score will be accepted. 2.) Reporting with a small penalty - Shows no reps 1 to 4 on the entire video of the team workout. No representative will be deducted from the score. 3.) Valid with a large penalty - shows teams 5 to 8 no reps on the entire video. In this case, 15% of the final score will be
deducted. 4.) Invalid - The team cannot comply with the workout set in accordance with the movement standards, no representative repeats or a significant and unacceptable number of videos does not comply with film rules. The team's score will be rejected in this case. 10. Invitation Process 10.1. At the
top of the leaderboard, teams will receive invitations to the finals. 10.2. In case of tie, the lowest ranking team will be invited on any qualifiers workout. 10.3. If an athlete of the team cannot participate in the final for some reason, the athlete cannot be replaced. 10.4. If a team declines their invitation or does
not accept the invitation within the time limit, the invitation is cancelled. TDTD will invite the next team from the qualifier rankings in that division. 11. Finalist 11.1. Scores in the final will be registered by TDTD judges. Judges will determine the results of the workout but are entitled to change the results after
irregularities. 11.2. Photo or video content created by viewers or other participants should not be taken into account in case of dispute and may be neglected by judges 11.3. In case of dispute, the Judge is always right unless the Chief Justice decides otherwise. 11.4. Advertising or attaching is not
permitted without the prior consent of TDTD Activity in the TDTD area. 11.5. TDTD assumes no liability for lost clothing or other accessories of athletes. This also applies to personal property that is left in TDTD changing facilities. 11.6. The athlete has to follow the instructions given by TDTD employees in
TDD organization, or TDTD uniform, or otherwise apparently belong to the TDTD organization. 11.7. TDTD has the right to disqualify an athlete and/or exclude him from TDTD if the athlete does not comply with the rules, or behaves in an player or improperly, or is considered necessary due to medical
reasons. The entire team will be ousted from the final. 11.8. Athletes are expected not to damage the property of others and leave no waste. 11.9. Any rule not included hereand TDTD shall be displayed in the final field and must be followed. 12. Ranking 12.1. Teams will be ranked after each workout.
12.2. Best score will get 1 score 1 point, second best 2 points etc. 12.3. By the end of the day, the team with the lowest total number of points will be the winner. 12.4. Awards are awarded by sponsors of TDTD. 12.5. A prize should be returned to the TDTD organization by the friend team when its results
are revised and it seems that a friend team is no longer entitled to a prize. 12.6. An athlete or friend team cannot claim a refund in exchange for their award/reward. Winners are not paid any fees or other costs (back). 13. Cancellation Policy 13.1. The TDTD organization can cancel the finals (then
cancelled), or the day (withdraw) the day of withdrawal of the finals. TDTD may cancel or withdraw TDD if there are unforeseen circumstances and/or force phenomena, including (but not limited to) extreme weather conditions, computer viruses, epidemics, insects, worms, tampering, unauthorized
interventions. It is unilaterally decided by TDTD what is extreme weather or force incident. It is the responsibility of the TDTD organisation to determine when the risk of accidents or dangerous situations increases due to extreme weather conditions or the occurrence of force. In the event of such
situations, the decision to cancel or withdraw TDTD by TDTD is indisputable. 13.2. In case of a withdrawal or cancellation, expenses incurred by the athlete to attend the finals including the cost of the ticket are non-refundable. 14. Intellectual Property Rights 14.1. All intellectual property rights and
materials created by the camera crew of TDTD (both photo and film material) are the property of TDTD. 14.2. Photographers or cameramen who do not belong to TDTD's camera crew and who have not received explicit permission from TDTD will not be allowed at the bottom of the competition. TDTD
deserves to send these people away. 14.3. Athletes participating in the final, or located on the site of TDTD, automatically agree to waive their picture rights and other intellectual property rights for images of videos created during TDTD. 15. Change 15.1. This rulebook can be revised at any time. Changes
to rulebook 15.2 www.thedutchthrowdown.nl will be communicated on our website. If the rulebook, workout description or other communication is ambiguous, TDTD always has the last word. The word.
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